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EXHIBIT 5 

(additions are underlined; deletions are [bracketed]) 

* * * * * 

Rules of Cboe C2 Exchange, Inc. 

* * * * * 

Rule 6.14. Order and Quote Price Protection Mechanisms and Risk Controls 

The System’s acceptance and execution of orders, quotes, and bulk messages, as applicable, 
pursuant to the Rules, including Rules 6.11 through 6.13, are subject to the following price 
protection mechanisms and risk controls, as applicable.  

* * * * * 

 (c) All Orders. 

* * * * * 

 (5) Risk Monitor Mechanism.  

* * * * * 

 (D) Counting Program Reset. 

(i) Underlying Limit. The System will not accept new orders or quotes from a TPH 
after an underlying limit is reached until the TPH submits an electronic instruction 
System to reset the counting program for the underlying.  

(ii) EFID Limit. The System will not accept new orders or quotes from the EFID 
after its EFID limit is reached until the TPH manually notifies the Trade Desk to 
reset the counting program for the EFID, unless the TPH instructs the Exchange to 
permit it to reset the counting program by submitting an electronic message to the 
System.  

(iii) EFID Group Limit. The System will not accept new orders or quotes from any 
EFID within the EFID Group after an EFID Group limit is reached until the TPH 
manually notifies the Trade Desk to reset the counting program for the EFID 
Group, unless the TPH instructs the Exchange to permit it to reset the counting 
program by submitting an electronic message to the System.  

(iv) Reset Limit. The Exchange may restrict the number of TPH underlying, EFID 
and EFID Group resets per second. 
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(v) Failure to reset. If the Exchange cancels all of a TPH’s quotes and orders 
resting in the Book, and the TPH does not reactivate its ability to send quotes or 
orders, the block will be in effect only for the trading day that the TPH reached its 
underlying, EFID and/or EFID Group limit. 

(vi) Other Resets. The System will reset the counting period for absolute limits when 
a TPH refreshes its risk limit thresholds. The System will reset the counting program 
and commence a new interval time period when (i) a previous interval time period 
has expired and a transaction occurs in any series of an underlying or (ii) a TPH 
refreshes its risk limit thresholds prior to the expiration of the [specified] interval time 
period. 

* * * * * 

 


